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As part of its big 48-hour sale, Macy's is discounting select home items through November 3. To our absolute delight, these goodies happen to include TON first-class kitchen appliance cuisinart. So if you're looking to upgrade your kitchen or finally get that pricey food processor you were hesitant to buy,
now is the time to go wa-a. You can get quite significant savings on many of these items, and you only have 48 hours to do so. And I mean, who doesn't like the thrill of hooking a killer deal in such a short window time? You're on top of that. Go, go! Below are some of our favorite Cuisinart steals, but
believe us when we say there are many more where they came from. Cuisinart TOA-60 Air Fryer Toaster Oven - $169.99 Image: cuisinart We're sure you won't feel bad about replacing the current toaster with this multifunctional gem that works as a convection, conventional and air-hot oven all in one. It
has seven features: hot air, convection bake, broil convection, bake, fry, warm and toast- you yes, you can cook in just about any style you want with this thing. It packs 1800 w power, has a 60-minute timer, automatic shutdown function, and even a toast shadow selector (for those of us who still don't
know what time to set for our preferred shade.) it's sleek and made of stainless steel, and it's also super easy to clean with a non-stick interior. Usually priced at $249.99, you can get it for $169.99 through Saturday. (Additional 15% will be added at checkout) Cuisinart DLC-8SBCY Kitchen Processor $89.99 Image: cuisinart If you're ready to take your cooking game up a notch, you'll need this amazing multi-tasting processor. Its 11-cup work bowl and very large feed tube will allow you to dominate large batches of whole fruits and vegetables. It includes a fine slicing of a stainless steel disc, one
medium slicing disc, a stainless steel shredding disc, one blade for chopping, mixing and kneading the dough (yes, it's powerful enough to tackle the dough with ease), a spatula, and an instruction/recipe book. Usually $162.99, it sells for as little as $89.99. Cuisinart SS-15 Combo Coffee Maker - $169.99
Image: Cuisinart Whether you're brewing for a group of companies or just a quick cup for yourself, Cuisinart SS-15 Combo Coffee Maker has you covered. It has a fully automatic 12-cup coffee maker on one side and one brewer's serve. It has 24-hour programmability, so you can wake up to a fresh pot of
beer for the household in the morning, or your solo cup is ready for when you're about to run out the door. It has an adjustable automatic-off function, Cup-sized options, cook control and cook pause (when you just can't wait for the whole brew to be done before snagting the cup.) Its carafe is adjustable to
temperature, and the solo side also includes a removable drip tray to accommodate the travel mugs. Plus Plus The K-cup is compatible, so you don't need to give up your favorite coffee shop pods. Usually $249.99, you can get it for $169.99. (Additional 15% will be used at checkout.) Cuisinart CPC-600
Stainless Steel Pressure Plate - $76.49 Image: cuisinart This Cuisinart pressure cooker is one stylish time saver. The stainless steel plate has a 99-minute timer, digital thermostat and LED display. It also has the touch of a control button for low and high pressure, browning, simmering, frying, and keepwarm options, so your dish will always be cooked as you like it. Its non-stick cooking pot dishwasher is safe and it comes with a cool touch of side handles. Usually listed at $124.99, you can catch it for $76.49 when checking out. You can check out the full list of cuisinart appliances for sale through
Saturday here, and make sure to also check out all the other small appliances that are included in the 48-hour sale. The sale ends on November 3. Cuisinart ProsMaintained steady simmerComes with detailed owner guidancePans/lids are to bake safe up to 400 FDishwasher safeHandle and the lid has
remained cool to the touch during cookingConsDidn't brown steak-scorched tomato sauceHandles chained, making them harder to clean Cuisinart's Green Gourmet line has a very good However, on the other hand: the stainless steel brush handle stays cool while cooking and pots can be popped into the
dishwasher for easy cleaning. How we tested: Kitchen appliances and a technology lab tested 72 line of utensils. We looked at how evenly the pans distributed heat on the gas and electric ranges, and how well they browned the steaks. We also looked at how well the pans maintained a steady simmer
and resisted the scorching sauce. For non-stick utensils, we checked how well the surfaces release eggs and pancakes, and how easy it is to clean them. We also appreciated how easy all the dishes were to use, including whether the handles became hot to the touch, and whether each piece of oven or
dishwasher was safe. Review: December 2015Price When reviewing: $24.95 -$249.00 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar contents on the piano.io
Kitchen Catalog states that you can clean the Cuisinart coffee maker by running 1/3 cup of vinegar through a machine accompanied by 2/3 cup of water. Once this step is Run clean water through the system in half to remove any vinegar that may still be present. This cleans the coffee maker by removing
the old coffee grounds as well as calcium build up. Cleaning the Cuisinart coffee maker should be done every time the light appears above the word clean. If the coffee maker does not have this function, it is recommended that one clean coffee coffee every month, especially if heavy water is used for
coffee. If you want to clean the lid of the carafe and the basket, it is recommended to use warm soapy water and avoid the use of abrasive cleaners. The dishwasher can also be used to clean the lid of the carafe and basket as long as they are placed on the top rack only. The coffee pot should be washed
after each use to avoid creation. However, if cold water is used to wash the pan, it is important that the coffee pot sit until it is back to room temperature. This ensures that the glass does not crack when the pot is placed on a hot plate. Spruce Eats / Sharon Lehman We purchased Cuisinart Electronic
Yogurt Maker so our reviewer can put it to the test in his kitchen. Keep reading for our full product review. If you want to have more control over the ingredients in your food, making your own yogurt is a great place to start. It will take some time, but it's not hard, and most of the time the training hands off.
We've seen tutorials on DIY yogurt recipes designed for slow cookers and pressure cookers, but the dedicated yogurt maker makes the process even easier. This popular manufacturer of e-yoghurt from Cuisinart is particularly effective; You can make up to 50 ounces per batch-plus, it automatically
switches from heating to cooling mode to keep your yogurt at a safe temperature. To see if this product lived up to its many positive reviews on the internet, we took it home and tested it ourselves, evaluating everything from its design to its performance. Read on for our ideas. Spruce Eats / Sharon
Lehman Setting up this yogurt maker is easy. Its guide includes recipes, tips and instructions on how to create different types of yogurt, which is very helpful if you've never made yogurt before. The device also has a high-quality aesthetic; The white, grey and stainless steel design looks clean and modern
sitting on the countertop. In terms of size, the device is quite tall: It measures 10 inches tall, which was too big to store in our cabinets easily. We like that the yoghurt bath is also high and narrow, however, as it takes up minimal space in the fridge. We also appreciate that the electrical cord detachs. The
only real downside to the performance of this yogurt maker is that it doesn't work quietly. The 50-ounce yogurt container and lid are made of plastic, and although the manufacturer claims it's BPA-free, it may not be the preferred option for those who want to avoid plastic in the kitchen. Also, if you prefer
individually portioned yogurts, you can't love this machine. One batch of yogurt can do enough for a week's worth of servings, but will have to share some of them in other containers yourself. It takes extra time and meals, but not a big deal if you're used to buying big tubs of yogurt. The real highlight of this
yogurt maker, however, is the ability to automatically move from heating to cooling mode. Theoretically, you can let the yogurt ferment all day or while sleeping and then let it cool so it's ready to eat for breakfast when you wake up. Spruce Eats / Sharon Lehman It was our first time making yogurt, so we
did a little homework before jumping into the process. We prefer thicker yogurt and decide to follow instructions to heat our milk before adding a starter culture. (You can put milk and culture directly into the yogurt maker if you have little time, but you'll probably end up with thinner yogurt.) We heated 4
cups of organic whole milk in a saucepan and tracked the temperature, as directed, with a cooking thermometer. We then whipped in a packet of freeze-dried crop starter (which we purchased separately) and passed the mixture into a yogurt maker. The plain yoghurt we made was smooth and creamy; It
definitely tastes fresher than store-bought varieties. The built-in automatic timer function is very convenient and allowed us to choose from one to 24 hours of fermentation heating time without having to set another timer to remind you to go back and turn off the yogurt maker. Instructions recommend
reducing fermentation time by one or two hours if you heat the milk first, but we found that eight hours of fermentation time (the recommended time for whole milk) after the initial heating process led to a spicy, delicious yogurt that was just thick enough for our tastes. (Expect to invest some time, perfecting

the process to match your yogurt preferences.) We haven't experimented with any flavors in our first few batches of yogurt, but we're planning for the future. The plain yoghurt we made was smooth and creamy; It definitely tastes fresher than store-bought varieties. We added fresh fruit, honey and muesli,
or a tablespoon of fruit canned fruit to change every serving we ate. Although it took little effort on our behalf, we were proud of our homemade yogurt! The only real downside to the performance of this yogurt maker is that it doesn't work quietly. The noise is not constant, but during the start and about
every 10 to 20 minutes, we noticed that the device audible blew air from the side vents. Spruce Eats/Sharon Lehman Is the only part of this yogurt maker that needs regular cleaning of the yogurt tub and the appropriate lids that are a breeze wash by hand, and are listed as the dishwasher safe. We
wouldn't advise regularly relying on a dishwasher for cleaning though, since plastic components tend to degrade faster that way. If you prefer pre-portions of yogurt in containers, you want to wash the yogurt bath soon after so that the leftover food does not dry out. If you can't wash the bath right away, just
soak it in warm, soapy water until you can get to it easier Spruce Eats / Sharon Lehman Cuisinart Yogurt Maker sells for about $80. It is one of the most expensive yogurt producers on the market, but we believe it is worth the high price tag given its added features. Automatic timer and cooling mode are
particularly convenient features if you plan to make yogurt overnight or while you are away from home. The price is also supported by a three-year limited guarantee. Also, as we mentioned earlier, a special yogurt manufacturer is going to save money in the long run. Depending on how much yogurt you
regularly consume, it may take a little time to break even, but making your own yogurt costs significantly less per ounce than buying it at the grocery store. Spruce Eats / Sharon Lehman Make No Mistake- with Cuisinart Yogurt Maker, you pay for modern design, LED timer display, and automatic cooling
feature. There are less expensive yogurt manufacturers available that produce the same end result, but without these handy features. Yogurt maker Euro Cuisine (Amazon view), which we also tested, is our preferred budget choice at around $40. It's easy to use with a single switch, and instead of a
single yogurt bath, it comes with seven 6-ounce glass jars, so you can make individual portions with different flavors. Screw-on lids are included with cans so they can go straight from fermentation to the fridge for easy, grabbing and go meals and snacks. There are no built-in auto-offs or cooling features
though, so you need to set a timer to remind yourself to turn off the device and transfer yogurt to the fridge. Which model you choose comes down to your budget and lifestyle. If you're super busy, Cuisinart is probably your best bet. If time is not a problem, you appreciate the glass over plastic, or you
want the convenience of individually portioned yogurts, you may prefer Euro Kitchen. Interested in reading more reviews? Check out our list of the best yogurt manufacturers. Final verdict Yes, buy it. Cuisinart recently discontinued this model (according to the company's website), but it is still available for
purchase from several other retailers, so get it while you still can! Priced at $80, it costs more than some other yogurt manufacturers, but the automatic timer and cooling mode are invaluable when it comes to making homemade yogurt convenient and available for a stressful lifestyle. Lifestyle. user manual
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